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What a great opportunity it was to visit a marvelous garden at the " Montage

Hotel" in Laguna Beach. The garden stretches around 700 feet long and 60 

feet wide on the west side of the Hotel by the Pacific Ocean. The garden is 

elevated around 50 feet above the ocean with a spectacular 180 degrees 

view. Looking around flowers could be seen all over the place as colorful as a

rainbow Including all deferent bright colors pink, red white & yellow. The pink

and red flowers have petals that flip around each other In a beautiful rose 

form as the size of a strawberry. 

The white and yellow flowers are made up of 5 petals and are the size of 

marshmallows. Palm trees with green leaves hanging are all over the place 

around 20 of them ranging from 10 to 15 feet, The grass looks like green a 

velvet carpet so thin and fine, and It Is stretched In areas around the 

concrete walk ways. The walkways are Like 5 feet wide and they curve with 

the natural ground edge parallel to the ocean. Brown wood benches 

overlooking the ocean invite to sit and enjoy the scenery their size is around 

6 feet long and 2 feet wide. 

The benches consist of high grade outdoor street furniture with premium 

hard brown wood, contoured and supported by a gallivanted steel frame. 

People are sitting on them and enjoying the beautiful ocean scenery that is 

such a joy and can have enough of. A pergola decorates one of the seating 

areas overlooking the ocean; it is made out of brown wood. The pergola is 

situated in three sections with half hexagon shape. Each section is around 5 

feet long and 3 feet wide. The Ocean is deep blue and seems to sparkle like 

diamonds. The waves gently move with the south west breeze. 
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The sand is as shiny as gold and it is very smooth and light. Walking on the 

sand feels like a butterfly flying all over. Brown chestnut rocks elevate in 

some of the areas near the water it looked like a perfect hill for hiking but 

there is a sign, placed by the city environmental section, prohibiting any 

tress passers to preserve this precious rock. Walking alongthe beachthe 

bright sun covers the area with an invisible blanket of warmth. The sun 

displays a beautiful portrait of red orange and yellow colors, especially 

during the outstanding breath taking sunset. 

These rays spread through the blue skies like strong threads of wool as they 

made the sky a mystery of colors all mixed together to give the picture 

perfect landscape. As the sun starts to sit on the water it begins to melt and 

sink in the ocean behind gimps of Catalina Island. No matter how strong 

sensory Images are used to describing this master piece Garden, words can't

describe the actual beauty of this place. It Is Indeed a piece of Heaven on 

earth. Montage Hotel By mausoleum be seen all over the place as colorful as 

a rainbow including all different bright colors there in a beautiful rose form as

the size of a strawberry. 

The white and yellow feet. The grass looks like green a velvet carpet so thin 

and fine, and it is stretched in areas around the concrete walk ways. The 

walkways are like 5 feet wide and they People are sitting on them and 

enjoying the beautiful ocean scenery that is such a Joy and can't have 

enough of. A pergola decorates one of the seating areas overlooking gimps 

of Catalina Island. No matter how strong sensory images are used to place. It

is indeed a piece of Heaven on earth. 
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